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АННОТАЦИЯ

В статье обсуждается текущее состояние исследований в области ситуационно-ориентированных баз данных в части обработки данных внутри приложений на основе динамической модели. Обсуждается использование встроенных динамических моделей для спецификации обработки данных в соответствии с текущей ситуацией. Ситуационная модель используется как метамодель для динамического моделирования элементов и подсистем приложения. Рассматриваются специализированные HSM-элементы, предназначенные для обработки данных и документов, лежащих в основе концепции обработки данных.
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ABSTRACT

Present state of research situation-oriented databases (SODB) is discussed. SODB as model-driven data-processing application is considered. Using the embedded finite-state dynamic model for the specification of data processing according to the current situation is discussed. Hierarchical situational model (HSM), used as a meta-model for the dynamic modeling of specific applications, is considered. HSM elements intended for document processing based on the concept of Data Processing Objects are discussed.
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Introduction

Notations Business Process Modeling. Currently, the modeling of business processes developed notation of using diagrams which are determined based on the semantic structure of information systems. The most common of these are BPMN and UML.

BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) - Business Process Modeling Notation is a unified representation of the formal language for the design of modern information systems. This notation can be easily transferred to the platforms of two or more independent users (platforms must support BPMN 2.0), and is part of the project documentation. This notation has the capability of business process modeling, but does not cover the area of data modeling and organizational structure, which is a disadvantage notation. Instead, BPMN modeling solves the problem of data streams and message flows. Process modeling using BPMN uses a set of graphical charts, by which the general representation of the business process, which helps the user to understand the business process logic.

UML (Unified Modeling Language) - graphical modeling language for object-oriented approach to software development of information systems. UML notation allows to create abstract models of systems designed for visualization, documentation and design of information systems. This notation is not a programming language, but code generation is possible. Despite all the advantages of UML insufficient for data-base design, as required to generate an executable code for the model and its interpretation during
operation of the system for processing data within an information system, and external services. UML is a general-purpose language, whereas SODB database design requires a specialized language. UML can be used as a secondary tool for designing information systems. The language contains a large number of diagrams, among which there are structural diagrams and charts to describe the behavior of their analytics provide advantages in designing, as it is close to many object-oriented programming languages and using a behavior chart describes the behavioral aspects of the future system. The user can easily read charts as charts syntax is easy to learn.

**Case-tools.** On the basis of existing notations developed specialized Case-tools for UML has several commercial solutions, including the development of databases, for example, Oracle Designer Suite. These tools allow graphically construct relational database model and generate the SQL-code for the application.

The SODB uses a dynamic model based on XML which has its own syntax for defining data structures required in situations and conditions associated with DPO-model objects with the data processing specifications. Thus, for SODB it requires special tool Case-oriented dynamic model of language.

Currently, the document-oriented databases are actively developing within the NoSQL movement [1]. Web application services to provide clients with access to remote information resources are developed on this basis. Situation-oriented databases (SODB), the concept of which was proposed in 2010 [2] can be assigned to this area. Since that time, some aspects of SODB functionality were studied with the support of Russian Fund of Basic Research:

- SODB use as the basis for web applications [3, 4];
- Processing of XML documents in SODB based on dynamic DOM objects [5, 6];
- The hierarchical organization of the user interface based on SODB [7, 8];
- OLAP-oriented organization of the user interface based on SODB [9, 10];
- Processing JSON documents and documents provided by web services [11, 12].

These results were published in Russian in Vestnik UGATU – the journal of Ufa State Aviation Technical University. During the investigation the original concept, the terminology, and the general understanding of the SODB purpose have been corrected. This article presents an attempt to consistently explain the key principles underlying the SODB as a new approach to building data-processing applications.

**SODB and Data Processing Applications**

We consider SODB as a new, more effective approach to the problem of the development of data processing applications. Let’s see how this problem is solved on the basis of SODB at a higher level of abstraction.

**SODB Architecture.** Fig. 1 shows an architectural model of SODB, which includes the following components:

- A storage of documents Docs Store, containing a set of electronic documents Docs;
- A set of HSM (Hierarchical Situation Models or Hierarchical State Models). Each HSM is a finite-state model corresponding to the business process and defines its states and jumps;
- A set of CSM (Current State Models). Each CSM corresponds to one parent HSM, while one HSM can match zero or more child CSM. Thus, CSM corresponds to an independent implementation of HSM and determines the current state of the implementation;
- A set of buffers DPO (Data Processing Objects), intended for documents processing. Each DPO corresponds to one parent CSM (i.e. to one HSM implementation). Several DPO can be created for a single CSM depending on the current state of the HSM;
- HSM Interpreter – an information processor that manages the database on the basis of the interpretation of HSM and CSM.

**SODB functioning.** The Interpreter receives a Query, which defines the hierarchical model HSM,
the current state CSM and processing parameters Params. Interpreter executes processing cycle (interpretation cycle). It processes the HSM (1) indicated in the Query starting from a state specified in the CSM (3) indicated in the Query, or starting from the initial state, if the CSM is not indicated in the Query. During the processing the Interpreter monitors the current state jumps in accordance with the specifications of HSM (3). The current state changes are reflected in the CSM.

Furthermore, the Interpreter manages the Docs Store (2) and creates / manages run-time buffers DPO (4) (in accordance with HSM specification). For example:

- It loads the DPO certain documents from the repository (Load);
- Processes documents in the DPO;
- Saves the modified documents in storage (Save);
- Uploads the documents as a result of the query (Upload).

Thus, the result of the interpretation cycle may be tripartite:

1. Change the current state of the processed HSM in CSM;
2. Change the content of the documents store;
3. Creating the resulting document.

Thus, the Model Driven Approach is implemented in the SODB architecture. Using the embedded highly abstract dynamic models aims to facilitate the design of the application software. A higher level of abstraction is achieved through the use of HSM declarative form to define the rules of monitoring the current situation and the rules of data processing (and not a procedural form, as in the case with the traditional use of scripts and stored procedures). In these circumstances, the developer is required to create a highly abstract situational model, and the interpreter runs the application in accordance with this model.

Hierarchical Situational Model HSM

**HSM Elements.** HSM is an ordered set of elements forming a hierarchy (tree) in the sense that the model has a single root element, and each non-root element has a single parent element and may have several ordered child elements. Each element contains three components: Type (mandatory); Name (mandatory); Attributes (optional).

**HSM Notations.** Two equivalent notations can be used to represent HSM: graphical notation designed for developers, and text notation designed for the interpreter.

When using the graphical notation, the element type is specified as an icon, and the element name and element attributes are written to the right of the icon. The hierarchy of elements is formed by a connector according to the following rules:

- Connectors attached to the bottom of the element icon, or on the right, leading to its child;
- Connectors attached to the element icon on the left, or from above, leading to its parent.

When using the text notation, the XML syntax is used. The HSM element type is specified as XML namespace prefix. The HSM element name is specified as the name of XML element. The HSM element attributes are specified as the XML element attributes, respectively. The hierarchy is formed by embedding elements in accordance with the rules of XML.

**HSM Main Elements:**

- **State** – the root of HSM (root state), or child of submodel element (submodel state);
- **Submodel** – a child of a certain State. It used to specify a set of internal states, one of which is the current at each moment;
- **Action** – a child of a certain State. Used to specify certain activities to be performed when the parent State is the current state;
- **Jump** – a child of a certain State. It is used to change the current state in accordance with the specified activity predicate.

**HSM Example.** Fig. 2 shows an example of a two-level business process model that we use to illustrate the HSM. Fig. 3 shows an example of the HSM graphical notation. The equivalent representation in a text notation is shown in Listing 1.

The model (see Fig. 2) corresponds to a typical multi-user web application that serves both anonymous and registered users. Anonymous users are granted access to shared (Public) data. Registered users have access to additional special (Private) data. The logic of the application (Application Level) is represented as a transition graph, which nodes correspond to the possible states (situations), and the arcs correspond to the state jumps. BP symbol indicates the initial state of the model. Activity predicates which marked arcs, define the conditions of the current state jumps.
The model contains three aggregated states: A (Anonymous) – the initial state corresponding to the anonymous user. Any user begins as an anonymous; I (Identified) – the state corresponding to the identified registered user; R (Registration) – the state corresponding to the user registration process.

Activity predicates have the following meanings: AI – an anonymous user successfully passed the authentication procedure; AR – an anonymous user wished to register; RI – a user has successfully passed the registration procedure; RA – a user has not passed the procedure of registration; IA – identified user has completed the session.

Data Level includes three types of data: Public and Private electronic documents, and a table of registered Users. Public documents are available in states A and I. Private documents are available only in state I, and the table Users is available in states A and R.

Root state sta: Main (see Fig. 3) contains submodel sub:User, implements the business logic to manage users. This submodel includes three states: sta: Anonymous is initial state of the submodel corresponding to an anonymous user; sta: Registration is a state corresponding to the registration of the user; sta: Identified is a state corresponding to the identified user.

Each state in the submodel sub: User includes actions which form the result of the query: act: Anonymous – the image formed on the basis of documents Public (see Fig. 2) and the form for entering the identification data or a command for registration are sent to anonymous users; act: Identified – the image formed on the basis of documents Private (see Fig. 2), as well as the control to return to the anonymous user, are sent to the identified user; act: Registration – the form to enter personal data for registration or refusal of registration is sent to the user.

Changing the current states mediated by jump elements that refer to the predicates that verify user input, which came in the parameters of the query: jmp: Identified provides a jump from sta: Anonymous to sta: Identified, if a user enters the correct username and password (Login-check function is OK); jmp: Registration provides a jump to sta: Registration, if a user pressed the registration button (Reg-btn function is OK); jmp: Identified provides a jump from sta: Registration to sta: Identified, if a user correctly filled out the registration form (Reg-OK function is OK); jmp: Anonymous returns to the state sta: Anonymous from states sta: Registration or sta: Identified, if a user clicks the Exit button (R-exit or I-exit function is OK).
State sta:Identified also contains submodel sub:Stages, which define two internal sub-states: sta:Stages-0 and sta:Stages-1.

Thus, HSM is a declarative representation of a hierarchy of states, jumps between states, and actions associated with the states.

Listing 1. An example of the HSM text notation

```
001  <sta:Main>
002    <sub:User>
003      <sta:Anonimous>
004        <act:Anonimous/>  
005        <jmp:Identified use = "Login-OK"/>
006        <jmp:Registration use = "Reg-btn"/>
007      </sta:Anonimous>
008      <sta:Registration>
009        <act:Registration/>
010        <jmp:Identified use = "Reg-OK"/>
011        <jmp:Anonimous use = "R-exit"/>
012      </sta:Registration>
013      <sta:Identified>
014        <act:Identified/>
015        <jmp:Anonimous use = "I-exit"/>
016        <sub:Stages>
017          <sta:Stage-0>
004            <act:St-0-act/>
005            <jmp:Stage-1 use = "St-1-OK"/>
007          </sta:Stage-0>
008          <sta:Stage-1>
009            <act:St-0-act/>
012          </sta:Stage-1>
006        </sub:Stages>
007      </sta:Identified>
008    </sub:User>
016  </sta:Main>
```

HSM Interpretation

Consider how processing is performed in the situational model interpretation cycle for query processing and results forming.

Multi-pass Interpretation. HSM processing is performed by downward traversal of HSM elements according to their hierarchical order. Traversing begins with the root state; state handling involves the processing of its child elements, and so on. Submodel processing begins with processing of the current state element in accordance with a CSM. Multi-pass interpretation in which the interpreter performs several passes under one HSM interpretation cycle holds. Usually two passes are enough (the initial pass and the final pass), in special cases, additional passes (intermediate passes) are required.

The initial pass is intended for creating and updating the Current State Model (CSM). The initial states of the submodels are set as the current states in creating CSM. Updating the current state, it is performed in accordance with the activity of the jump elements. When jump activity is detected (activity predicate is true), new current state of the processed submodel is recorded in CSM.

The final pass is intended to form the query result in accordance with the reached current state. In this pass, the jump elements are ignored, and only the state elements corresponding to the current states of the CSM are processed.

Changing the Current State. Changing the state is only performed on the first pass when processing jump element. If the processing jump element shell reveals its activity, the following actions are performed:

• The parent state is processed in the epilogue mode (in epilogue mode jump elements are ignored);
• Target state element for the active jump is searched and is recorded to the CSM as the current state of the submodel;
• The new current state element is processed in the prologue mode.

Possibility to lock the HSM elements processing depending on the pass and processing mode using attributes pass and mode is provided.

Current States Model. CSM is a subtree of the HSM, where submodels are represented only by their
current states. Fig. 3 shows an example of CSM, corresponding HSM, discussed above (see. Fig. 3 and Listing 1). CSM corresponds to the current state sta:Identified for submodels sub:User and the current state sta:Stage-1 for submodels sub:Stages.

Special types of action element, called Document Processing Object elements (DPO elements) are provided for the processing of documents from the SODB document store. DPO elements enable us to explicitly specify the document processing in the HSM, not hiding it inside the implementation of actions program code. Currently, two kinds of DPO elements are designed:

- **DOM element** focused on the processing XML documents using XSL transformation technology [7–9];
- **Smarty-element** focused on the processing JSON documents using the technology of filling templates [16–25].

We explain the concept of DPO on the example of DOM elements. DOM elements are placed inside the state elements and are specified DOM objects that are created and used for loading, modifying and uploading XML content during HSM interpretation cycle. These functions are supported by three types of HSM-elements:

- **DOM** DOM element is a child of a state element. It is used to create a DOM object, which exists during interpretation cycle;
- **src** Source element is a child of DOM element or of another source element. It refers to the XML document placed in the document store. It is used to specify XML content loading to the DOM object created by the parent DOM element. Nested source elements allow forming the content of the DOM object on the basis of several XML documents;
- **trc** Receiver element is a child of DOM element. It is used to upload data from the DOM object created by the parent DOM element to the document store or as a result of a query.

Fig. 4. CSM example in graphical form

Fig. 5. Single XML document processing example

Fig. 6. Two XML documents processing example
Fig. 5, 6 and 7 show the use of DOM elements for XML documents processing. Fig. 5 shows a simple case of DOM object creating on the base of a single XML document.

Fig. 6 shows a more complex case, when the content of DOM object is based on the two XML documents.

Models of initial XML documents are presented in Fig. 7a and 7b. Model of resulting XML document formed in the DOM object on the basis of two initial XML documents is presented in Fig. 7c.

**DOM Objects Creating and Loading.** In the state sta:Users-brief-report (see Fig. 5) the element dom:Users create DOM object containing a summary of the registered users. File users.xml is loaded into this DOM object from the data store directory users by using the source src:Users.

In the state sta:Users-extended-report (see Fig. 6) the element dom:Users create the DOM object containing detailed information in addition to the summary of registered users. For this the auxiliary object dom:Details is created and file details.xml containing detailed information [26-31] users is loaded. Next, the interpreter creates and loads the object dom:Users by merging (equijoin) summary and detailed user information. Each XML element user of the users.xml document is attached as a child to XML element detail of the object dom:Details such that their XML attributes id have the same value (see Fig. 7c). For this the source element src:Details enclosed in the source element src:Users is used (see Fig. 6).

Source src:Details contains the following attributes:

- targChild contains XPath expression that specifies a set of target (parent) nodes (the set of all elements user from the document users.xml), to which child nodes of the source must be attached;
- dom is a reference to the previously created DOM object containing the nodes of the source;
- join contains XPath expression that specifies the set of attached (child) nodes (the set of all elements detail from the document details.xml), which must be attached to the target node;
- on defines join condition (requires that the id attributes of joined nodes have the same value).

This example, in particular, demonstrates the use of multiple DOM objects handed in the same state. Noting that the XML documents merging can be performed without auxiliary DOM object dom:Details and apply the sources pointing directly to the files in the documents store.

**Formation of the Results.** Fig. 8 explains the formation of the query result via receiver rcv:Report (see Fig. 6). The result is formed as a HTML-document.

This receiver defines the XSL transformation of content of parent DOM object in accordance with the style sheet, placed in a documents store in the directory xsl. Transformation model, whereby the interpreter generates the detailed report is shown in Fig. 8a. The resulting screen form is shown in Fig. 8b.

Note that in Fig. 6 receiver, forming a detailed report, is placed in duplicate element dom:Users. Generally speaking, said receiver can be placed in the same element dom:Users, which placed sources src:Users and src:Details. Separation is done to illustrate reusability of DOM elements having the same name to refer to the corresponding DOM object (in both single and several states).
Conclusion

1. SODB is a new approach to building data-processing applications based on the principles of Model Driven Approach.
2. SODB contains an embedded dynamic finite states model in the form of transition states graphs, reflecting the logic of the corresponding business process.
3. Data management is performed by interpreting the embedded dynamic model tracking the current states and access to the data associated with the current states.
4. To construct embedded dynamic models the declarative language HSM is proposed. It allows you to describe in graphic or text form a hierarchy of submodels containing several states, which, in turn, can be specified state jumps, actions and other submodels.
5. HSM interpreter performs several downstream passes of the dynamic model for each interpretation cycle. Current state model CSM is formed as a HSM subtree, wherein for the submodels provides their current states.
6. To specify document processing the document processing elements DPO, generating DOM and Smarty objects, are provided in HSM. Source elements provide loading documents into objects.
7. To specify loaded documents processing and results unloading the receiver elements are provided in the HSM. XML documents are processed by the XSL transformation, and JSON-documents are processed by templates compiler processing.
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